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The spring of 2007 brings a special occasion: the presentation of a number of 

outstanding works from the Gallery’s Collection at our sister institution, the National

Portrait Gallery of America, part of the Smithsonian Institution in Washington DC. 

Under the title of Great Britons: Treasures from the National Portrait Gallery London

(27 April–3 September 2007) the exhibition will give American viewers an unrepeatable

opportunity to see important paintings and photographs selected from the best of 

the Gallery’s holdings.

The exhibition extends from the life of Elizabeth I, represented by the famous ‘Ditchley

Portrait’ by Marcus Geerhaerts the Younger, to the life of Elizabeth II, shown in the 

wonderful Annigoni portrait of 1969; both are displayed in America for the first time.

Across this span of generations, the selection includes portraits of writers, such as the

‘Chandos’ portrait of William Shakespeare, Daniel Maclise’s Charles Dickens, John

Singer Sargent’s Henry James and the recent J.K. Rowling by Stuart Pearson Wright;

national heroes, such as Lord Nelson by William Beechey and Sir Winston Churchill by

Walter Richard Sickert; and political figures, from Oliver Cromwell by Robert Walker 

to Helmut Newton’s great photograph of Margaret Thatcher. Although the works will 

be missed from the walls of the Gallery in London, the exhibition reciprocates the special

selection from Washington’s collection, Americans, displayed in the autumn of 2002, 

and will be on show for a number of months.

The spring of 2007 marks four years since the outbreak of hostilities in Iraq. 

In April 2003 the distinguished photojournalist Nick Danziger and the writer and former

editor of The Times Peter Stoddart were given unprecedented access to the Prime

Minister, and followed his progress in the final stages of negotiations and discussions

towards invasion and war. These portraits of Tony Blair are unusually candid studies of

a politician at work, pictured in close debate with, amongst others, the President of the

United States and the President of France.

Blair at War: Photographs by Nick Danziger is one of a number of displays for the spring,

marking the return to a full programme on the Ground Floor, and sitting alongside the

major Face of Fashion exhibition in the Wolfson Gallery. Others include Faith and Church,

the newly commissioned photographic portraits by Don McCullin of ten of the most 

senior figures who lead the most strongly supported religious groupings in Britain 

today. Also on show is People, Portraits and the Abolition of the Slave Trade, which offers

an important view of those involved in the trade and its ending – 2007 marks the 200th

anniversary of the first Act for the abolition of slavery. A full programme of events is 

centred around the anniversary weekend of 24/25 March 2007.

Looking ahead, I am very pleased that, following the renewal of BP’s sponsorship of 

the annual BP Portrait Award for another five years, the rules have been changed to

allow all artists aged eighteen and over to enter. The change has been made because,

such is the confidence and assurance of painted portraiture in Britain today, it is 

important to allow a full selection to be made of the best portraits submitted. And there

will be an additional prize for an artist under thirty, to encourage younger painters to

continue to compete.

From the
Director

Sandy Nairne
DIRECTOR
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MY FAVOURITE
PORTRAIT 

ZANDRA RHODES

JIM DINE (b.1935) is one of America’s most

celebrated artists. He first achieved critical recognition

in 1960 for The House, an ‘environment’ comprising

junk, found objects and other street debris, which 

he installed at the Judson Gallery, New York. Dine’s

subsequent installations provided settings for bizarre

live performances, known as Happenings, in which 

the artist was the main protagonist. The artworks he

went on to make in the early 1960s incorporated real,

JIM DINE 

THE ARTIST’S 
FACE

Until June 2007

Balcony Gallery

The Jim Dine display has been 

generously supported by Fletcher

King Investment Management 

and 55 Portraits has been lent 

by Alan Cristea Gallery, London.

everyday objects. Through this involvement with

imagery relating to the modern urban environment

Dine became closely linked with the emergence of 

Pop Art in New York.

Since then his work has developed across a broad

front, encompassing painting, sculpture, drawing,

printmaking and book illustration. Central to his art 

is the way it combines realism with a powerful 

expressive force, investing familiar objects and images

with complex layers of personal meaning. Dine first

turned to self-portraiture in the late 1950s, 

commencing a lifelong engagement with this genre.

The current display focuses on his magisterial series of

etchings entitled 55 Portraits, which was made in

1995. Its subject is the artist’s own face. In returning

to this motif, Dine subjected his features to sustained

and unflinching scrutiny, an endeavour characterised

by intense observation, personal exploration, and an

astonishing fertility of expressive invention. This is the

first time that these remarkable portraits have been

seen in this country.

The display is the third in the Interventions series, 

a new programme of loan displays exploring

approaches to portraiture by focusing on important

works by internationally recognised artists. The first 

in the series featured Andy Warhol’s Ten Portraits 

of Jews of the 20th Century. This was followed 

by Francis Bacon: Study for Portrait of Gilbert de

Botton Speaking.

Paul Moorhouse

CURATOR, 20TH CENTURY

LEFT

55 Portraits (detail) 
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Courtesy of the artist and 
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THE FACE OF FASHION EXHIBITION has been created 

with the intention of bringing together the portrait

work of five of the world’s outstanding fashion 

photographers. Those chosen for the exhibition – 

Mert Alas & Marcus Piggott, Corinne Day, Steven 

Klein, Paolo Roversi and Mario Sorrenti – represent a 

diversity of styles and approaches, but collectively they

demonstrate an energy and a determination to 

capture subjects in new ways. Our guest curator, Susan

Bright, has selected portraits that were taken in Europe

and America over the past fifteen years. Some 

images involve the reworking of classic poses and

lighting, others are innovative in technique and

arrangement. Some are glamorous images, others are

more bleak, commenting, perhaps, on life in the 

city. In some the clothing dominates, in others the

subject’s nakedness stands for ‘the ghosts of absent

clothes’ as Anne Hollander puts it in her 1978 book

Seeing through Clothes. One opportunity provided 

by the exhibition is to be able to examine such portrait

work at close quarters, away from the busy, jostling

images of the magazine page.

Mert Alas & Marcus Piggott are famous for their off-

beat but glamorous portraits of stars such as Kate

Moss, Uma Thurman, Drew Barrymore and Björk.

Producing a strange, and at times anxious intensity in

their constructed representations, they create fantasy

images for the modern age. By contrast, Corinne

Day’s portraits generated much of the anti-glamour

Zeitgeist of the 1990s. An ex-model herself, she has

worked consistently with Kate Moss for fifteen years,

and collaborates closely with her subjects, mostly

models, developing an intimate rapport. This results

in some of the most candid portraits in the exhibition.

Steven Klein creates complex and dark narratives 

in many of his portraits, among them his close 

collaborations with Madonna and a ‘family’

sequence with film stars Angelina Jolie and Brad Pitt

in which they knowingly mock their perceived 

personas. He is widely acknowledged as one of the

most subversive and transgressive of contemporary

fashion photographers. Mario Sorrenti is fascinated

by people’s faces and the passions, fears and 

vulnerabilities they are capable of communicating.

The selection from his portraits ranges from earlier

black and white images of Leonardo Di Caprio to

more recent studies of Sharon Stone and Julianne

Moore. Sorrenti is as adept at endorsing conventional

notions of glamour as he is at subverting them.

Working with a very different methodology, Paolo

Roversi uses traditional studio techniques and stage

lighting to create naturalistic, sometimes fragile 

portraits of his subjects, among them Sting, Juliette

Binoche and Charlotte Gainsbourg. Influenced 

by nineteenth-century portrait photographers such as

Julia Margaret Cameron, Roversi elicits an ethereal

beauty from his subjects.

Making an exhibition of portraits from the field of

fashion photography was always going to present

various challenges. Most particularly, these five are

hard-working photographers, always in the middle 

of setting up the next shoot, creating new images 

to meet the next magazine deadline, whether for an

editorial feature or for a prominent advertisement.

They have, however, been closely involved in working

with Susan Bright on the selection of images for the

exhibition. The installation has been made intriguing

by the work of the young British architect David

Adjaye, who has laid out the Wolfson Gallery in a

completely new form. The catalogue has been given

special attention by the designer Thomas Manss, 

and his team has gone on to design the marketing

materials for the exhibition, including a micro-site for

the Gallery’s website.

Alongside the exhibition, the Gallery has 

commissioned new portraits, and has collaborated 

on the creation of two special T-shirts, produced 

by one of the exhibition’s two co-sponsors, Gap, 

in support of the Red campaign, which raises funds 

to combat the spread of AIDS/HIV in Africa. Part of

the exhibition’s promotion has been developed 

with Gap, which has created an opportunity to 
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attract visitors through its London stores. Gap has 

lent the Gallery a small selection of its portrait 

collection – Gap Individuals – which features in a

book recently published in support of the Red 

campaign. The other co-sponsor is the distinguished

law firm of Taylor Wessing, which previously 

supported the Gallery with The World’s Most

Photographed exhibition in 2005.

The literary critic Elaine Showalter wrote in 2001,

‘Protest it how you will, fashion will consume and 

co-opt you in the end.’ The fashion system may feel

all-pervasive in Western society, permeating many

and various aspects of contemporary culture. 

But within that system there are particular strands of

creative activity that repay close examination, and

portraiture is such a strand. Over many generations

great photographers have taken studio photographs

for the purposes of illustrating newly fashionable 

lines of clothing, make-up or hairstyling within 

magazines. And some of these images have lived 

on in exhibitions and books. In recent years, it has

become more common to photograph well-known

subjects – models, actors, singers, sports stars or

artists  – for advertisements for fashion-related items

or magazine features, editorial articles or photo 

commissions. And this has greatly boosted the 

number and range of new portrait studies.

The contention of the exhibition is that sometimes

(despite, or in the face of, the ‘fashion system’) 

fashion portraits can give, in some form, an insight

into the person portrayed – whether famous artist 

or up-and-coming model – and many are the product

of an exceptional collaboration between subject 

and photographer. This is portraiture in which the

subject is transformed. I hope that Face of Fashion

will be remembered as an occasion when those 

transformations captivated a wide and possibly new

audience, as well as being of great interest to the

Gallery’s more regular visitors.

Sandy Nairne

DIRECTOR
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Sasha Cohen, 2004 

by Mario Sorrenti

V magazine, February 2004

© Mario Sorrenti
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by Steven Klein, 2001

Pop, Spring/Summer 2001
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British investment in the slave trade or the building of

slave ships in British dockyards. Nor did it stop other

countries trading or end the institution or practice of

slavery – a quarter of all Africans who were enslaved

between 1500 and 1870 were transported across 

the Atlantic after 1807.

The Gallery has organised a number of displays and

events to commemorate the 2007 Bicentenary. 

These include a new Gallery Trail that highlights key

individuals, ranging from Elizabeth I to William

Wilberforce, who were linked to slavery and its 

abolition. The trail begins in the Tudor period and runs

throughout the galleries, ending with images and

comments from people such as Aidan McQuade,

Director of Anti-Slavery International, who are 

prominent in the fight to stop slavery today. Other

activities include a week of talks, music and films

between 19 and 25 March, a new Anti-Slavery section

on the website, and a map illustrating a walk around

sites in Westminster that are related to slavery 

and its abolition. Further details can be found in the

Gallery’s Exhibitions, Talks and Events brochure and

on the website.

Joanna Banham

HEAD OF LEARNING AND ACCESS

2007 MARKS THE 200TH ANNIVERSARY of the 1807

parliamentary Act for the abolition of the British slave

trade. Slavery itself was not abolished in the British

colonies until 1834, with full emancipation following 

in 1838.

British involvement in the slave trade began in 1562

when John Hawkins, a British privateer, became the

first known Englishman to capture and enslave African

people and transport them across the Atlantic to the

Caribbean. Many other European countries were

engaged in similar activities, but by the 1730s Britain

had become the biggest slave-trading nation in 

the world, and from 1690 to 1807 British ships 

transported about 3,250,000 enslaved Africans.

The majority of slaves were destined for the West

Indies and America. They formed an integral part of

the lucrative economic network that has become

known as the ‘Triangular Trade’. British ships took

guns, glass, metal, textiles and other British products

to Africa, where they were bartered for captive

Africans who were then transported to the Americas.

Here they laboured on plantations producing sugar,

coffee, cotton and cocoa. These goods formed 

the cargo for the return journey to Britain. It was a 

massively profitable enterprise.

The first Bill to abolish the slave trade was introduced

to Parliament by William Wilberforce MP in 1791. Like

many subsequent Bills it was rejected, following fierce

opposition from plantation owners, merchants,

investors, industrialists and others who had profited

from slavery. But the Abolitionists skilfully mobilised

public opinion, organising mass petitions and large-

scale boycotts of sugar and other goods associated

with the trade.

The Act abolishing the transatlantic slave trade to the

British colonies was finally passed on 25 March 1807.

This ended the legal transportation of Africans across

the Atlantic on British ships, but it did not stop 

2007 –
BICENTENARY OF
THE ABOLITION
OF THE SLAVE
TRADE
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published 1789



have a starting point, a fund we can look to in order 

to give us a fighting chance of acquiring some of

these treasures – the Portrait Fund, to provide essential

funds for acquisitions of outstanding portraits and for

associated conservation and research costs.

The idea of an endowment has long been in discussion

between the Director, Chief Curator, Head of Finance

and myself, and much planning and research have

gone into deciding the best way forward. We 

have talked to some of our individual supporters to

gauge their reactions. The catalyst came with two 

legacies in quick succession: one from a former 

Trustee, Lord Sieff, the other from Viscountess 

Eccles, whose great interest was Dr Samuel Johnson

and who had worked on an exhibition with our

Registrar, and enjoyed her association with the Gallery.

These legacies, amounting to £1 million between

them, gave us the impetus we needed, to determine

that the Gallery must meet its responsibilities to 

future generations and should go ahead and set up 

an endowment.

In 2006, our 150th Anniversary year, a year of great 

celebration, we officially launched the Portrait Fund. 

It has its own Trustees, the founding members being

three of the Gallery’s Trustees, and has plans for the

way forward. The initial target is £6 million by 2010 –

a pipe dream? No, it shouldn’t be, but a challenge, 

yes. On 12 December we launched the Patrons of the

Portrait Fund. On this same day Sir Christopher

Ondaatje, who transformed the Gallery with the

Ondaatje Wing, and his family announced that they

would help us transform it again with a £1 million

pledge to encourage matching donations, which will

help us reach the next million. Already we have two

£50,000 gifts, the entry level to be a Patron of the

Portrait Fund. We are on our way. We know it will be a

long journey – we hope we may receive many other

wonderful legacies to devote to the Collection– but it

is a hugely positive feeling to have got this far. 

All gifts to the Gallery are greatly appreciated, but to

reach £6 million, we need to encourage support at a

sufficiently realistic level in order to make an impact.

Of course the Portrait Fund will not appeal to all the

individuals who support us in so many invaluable

ways. We have seen, however, that the significance of

the Fund is recognised and valued, and we go into the

next 150 years in the knowledge that we have started

this crucial stage in the Gallery’s development.

Either I or one of my colleagues in the Development

Department would be happy to tell you more 

about the Portrait Fund, or indeed other aspects of 

our fundraising programme. Stephanie Weissman, 

our Major Donor Development Manager, will be 

the main contact for the Fund and can be reached on

020 7321 6645. 

Pim Baxter

COMMUNICATIONS AND DEVELOPMENT DIRECTOR

OVER THE YEARS THE GALLERY has undertaken 

many capital projects made possible by wonderful 

philanthropy, from the original gift by W.H. Alexander

which enabled the Gallery to take up its permanent

home in St Martin’s Place in 1895, to the Heinz

Archive and Library in 1993 and in that same year 

the new 20th Century galleries, enjoyed daily by our 

visitors, and which saw record numbers with the 

recent David Hockney Portraits exhibition. This later-

phase of development saw the creation of the

Wolfson, Porter and Emmanuel Kaye galleries and 

the Clore Duffield education facilities. In 2003 the 

extraordinarily beautiful refurbishment of our Regency

galleries was undertaken thanks to Anthony and Jane

Weldon and a number of other donors. A really 

significant turning point for the Gallery in May 2000

was the opening of the Ondaatje Wing – thanks to 

Sir Christopher Ondaatje whose generous gift

unlocked funding from the Heritage Lottery Fund to

allow the National Portrait Gallery to create the most

significant piece of building work since it moved to 

St Martin’s Place. 

None of these developments could have taken place

without significant support from individuals and from

the many Trusts and Foundations who have given so

generously over the years. There may be other such

capital projects for the Gallery in the future, but for 

the moment there is a totally new challenge –

inseparable from the Gallery’s mission ‘to promote

through the medium of portraits the appreciation and

understanding of the men and women who have

made and are making British history and culture’. 

To promote we need to collect.

The Gallery’s annual acquisition budget is just over

£300,000 and during the past four years it has had 

to launch ‘emergency’ appeals in order to acquire 

significant portraits for the Collection, and in some

cases to ensure they stayed in this country – John

Singer Sargent’s great full-length portrait of Lord

Balfour, William Parry’s group portrait of Omai, 

Sir Joseph Banks and Dr Daniel Solander, the Duchess

of Cleveland by Sir Peter Lely and most recently John

Donne. All these portraits are now in the Collection to

be appreciated and enjoyed. All are favourites with 

the public. All could have been lost. All cost significant

amounts of money – as much as £1.46 million for 

the John Donne.

Other portraits have, however, been missed. For 

example, in November this year we failed to acquire 

Sir Thomas Lawrence’s portrait of the Duke of

Wellington, the final price for which went well over 

the Gallery’s capabilities. For saleroom items, it is

almost impossible to launch an appeal at a moment’s

notice and for other purchases, an appeal at short

notice is highly labour intensive when staff are already

heavily committed. In the four cases mentioned above

we have been extremely fortunate. The generosity of

our loyal friends and supporters – and many new 

supporters, in the case of the John Donne over 

700 small-scale individual donors – made these 

acquisitions possible. We still need to continue to

fundraise through these appeals, and indeed rely on

the generous help of bodies such as The Art Fund,

Heritage Lottery Fund and National Heritage

Memorial Fund, but for this to work, it is essential we

THE PORTRAIT
FUND

THE NEXT 
CHALLENGE FOR
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PORTRAIT
GALLERY
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by an unknown artist, 
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The Portrait Fund made its first

contribution this year – to the

important acquisition of the 

portrait of John Donne.
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IN THE LATE 1990S I first approached Peter Funnell,

Curator of 19th Century Portraits, about the possibility

of an exhibition looking at visual representations of

non-Europeans of status who, for a variety of reasons,

visited London during the eighteenth and nineteenth

centuries. The focus would be on individuals who

came from Britain’s former colonies in North America,

the South Pacific, Africa and India. We were both

familiar with the work of Stephanie Pratt, an American

scholar based in the UK who had published widely on

visual representations of American Indians. I also

approached David Bindman, one of the leading British

art scholars, who had recently published a ground-

breaking article on the representation of slavery. In

1998 I met Romita Ray at Yale University and she too

was keen to be involved in the project through her

work on visitors from India. My own interest in this

field with respect to the South Pacific goes back to the

1970s, and my engagement with issues of cultural

comparison developed further in the 1990s. While this

is a relatively small exhibition, the number of external

curators (four) involved has made it a time-consuming

project for Peter Funnell, Exhibitions Manager Claire

Everitt and their colleagues, and I would like to express

our heartfelt thanks to them.

Although the initial focus was on the four 

geographical areas mentioned, it was eventually

agreed that the focus should be the narratives of 

nine key visitors and that, wherever possible, these

narratives should be supported by significant 

portraits. While the intention is to highlight the 

stories of positive encounters with the visitors, some

of whom became celebrities but most of whom are

unknown to the public, we also felt strongly that we

had to include the darker side of narratives of 

colonial contact, including the painful account of Sara

Baartman’s sojourn in England and the distressing

description of the forcible abduction of the Australian

Aborigine Bennelong.

All the visitors were objects of excitement, interest and

curiosity. This exhibition considers the complexities

and ambiguities of their encounters during their

sojourn in London, and focuses on the relationships

that were forged across cultural boundaries. For the

most part they were people of some status, either 

in their own cultures or in their negotiations ‘between

worlds’ while in London.

These narratives bear witness to the cultural diversity

of London for at least the last three hundred years.

While many view London’s multicultural history as 

a phenomenon that began in the 1950s, in fact the 

city has had a diverse cultural population for several 

centuries and as such was ideally suited to the 

narratives of encounter examined here.

For the curators the points of access have 

generally been European records: paintings, prints, 

watercolours, books, poems, letters and pamphlets. 

In order to give greater texture to the exhibition we

have included objects from the native material 

cultures to illuminate both European visual imagery

and the complexity of the encounters. A case in point

is the discussion of the powerful political and sacred

symbolism of the wampum belt held by one of the

four ‘Indian Kings’.

What is striking for the contemporary viewer is the

consistently elite modes of representation of these 

visitors. With the exception of Bennelong and Sara

Baartman, all are represented by oil paintings, in many

cases painted by the leading portrait artists of the day.

The ‘surprise of recognition’ for the viewer frequently

lies in the use of conventional European modes of 

portrayal to represent non-Europeans. Thus Kneller’s

large-scale portrait of Michael Alphonsus Shen Fu-

Tsung (1687), a Chinese convert to Christianity,

emphasises the sitter’s conversion – he is portrayed in

Chinese robes, holding up a crucifix and gazing into

the distance.

A number of circumstances connected with British

colonial exploration and subsequent imperial 

expansion drew these travellers to London. Members

of various North American communities travelled to

the city as early as the sixteenth century. In 1710 

the so-called ‘Four Indian Kings’ travelled to London 

as diplomatic and cultural emissaries of their people, 

with a view to forging a closer alliance with the British,

who were fighting the French for control of the 

North American continent. Over sixty years later, in

1775, Joseph Brant or Thayendanegea (his Mohawk

name) made his first visit to London, to draw up 

a treaty with the British on behalf of his people. 

In 1785, he returned to represent Mohawk interests

and to remind the British of their duty to their

American Indian allies.

If these American Indian visits reinforced the 

imperative for the British to engage and negotiate

with representatives of native peoples, the 

circumstances surrounding the arrival in 1748 of the

African Sessarakoo remind us of the violence and

human exploitation behind both internal and external

colonial expansion. Sessarakoo had been sent on a

European Grand Tour by his father, a wealthy West

African slave trader, but had himself been captured

and sold into slavery in Barbados. By the time he
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also known as the Moira Portrait

by Gilbert Stuart, 1786
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neither saw themselves as victims. As the exhibition

and accompanying catalogue reveal, there are clear

instances of resistance to such stereotyping.

The London sojourns of all three of the Indians 

included here are inflected by Britain’s colonial 

project. Dean Mahomed had had a career as an 

officer in the Indian Army. When his commanding

officer Godfrey Evan Baker was recalled, Mahomed

followed him to Cork in 1784; by the time he arrived

in London in 1807 he had established a reputation as

an educated man of letters. The noble social reformer

Raja Rammohum Roy travelled to London in 1830 as

an emissary and to appeal to the Privy Council

against the reintroduction of the practice of sati.

But perhaps the most fascinating and complex tale of

the relationship between high-born subject and

Empire is that of Dalip Singh. The last Sikh ruler of the

Punjab, he was forced to give up his kingdom and

lands at an early age.

For some visitors the encounter with the British had

negative consequences and resulted in a painful 

re-entry into their own culture. However, this 

exhibition focuses on the dynamics of cross-cultural

encounters ‘between worlds’ and seeks to illuminate

the richness, ambiguity, complexity and unexpected

elements of this process.

Jos Hackforth-Jones

EXHIBITION CURATOR

arrived in London he was already a celebrity, familiar

(one assumes) with many aspects of the trade in

slaves. His high rank and the sympathy and hospitality

shown to him by London society differentiated him

from the majority of his compatriots, who were slaves

in domestic service. The Tahitian (or more properly

Ra’iatean, since he came from the neighbouring

island of Ra’iatea) Mai was brought to London in

1775 as a result of Captain James Cook’s second 

voyage of exploration. He, too, was presented at 

court and became a celebrated figure in London 

drawing rooms.

Approximately twenty years later, in 1792, the

Aborigines Bennelong and Yemmerrawanne were

brought to London by Captain Phillip, the first

Governor of the penal colony recently established in

New South Wales. While both men accompanied

Phillip voluntarily and were also presented at court,

they appear not to have made the impression that the

earlier visitors had. This may reflect a shift in attitudes

to native peoples – who were increasingly regarded

merely as ethnographic specimens from outposts of

the Empire – as well as a gradual decline in the 

popular image of the Noble Savage.

The circumstances of Sara Baartman’s removal to

England suggest that she, too, was of interest 

primarily as a ‘curious’ ethnographic specimen.

Baartman was a member of the Khoisan, South

Africa’s first indigenous people. She was exhibited in

a public show in Piccadilly, London, between 1810

and 1814. Such acts, and her consequent depiction in

prints and caricatures, are a powerful reminder of

their distance from modern sensitivities. However, the

displaying of Baartman in this manner also outraged

many of her European contemporaries. The African

Association brought a court case with the aim of

demonstrating that she had been exhibited ‘against

her consent’. Baartman spoke for herself in court, 

confirming that she had given her agreement to

being put on display; whether this was under duress is

less clear. While the circumstances regarding the

treatment and reception of Baartman and

Bennelong continue to cause pain and distress to

many, such evidence as we have indicates that 

FROM LEFT

William Anash Sessarakoo, 

son of John Bannishee Carrante

by Gabriel Mathias, 1749

Photo © Hickey-Robertson, Houston

Maharaja Dalip Singh

by Franz Xaver Winterhalter, 

1854

Royal Collection © 2007 

Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II

BELOW FROM TOP

Mai’s visiting card

© Mark and Carolyn Blackburn,

Honolulu, Hawaii

Sake Dean Mahomed

by Jean Pierre Fenlard, c.1819

© Royal Pavilion Libraries and

Museum, Brighton & Hove



INDIVIDUALS

20 PORTRAITS
FROM THE GAP
COLLECTION

12 February–28 May 2007

Room 36

of sport, art, literature, film and music,’ explains 

Sandy Nairne of the ongoing Gap display. ‘From this

portfolio the Gallery has chosen twenty great 

portraits representing some of the world’s greatest

photographers.’

Shot by such luminaries as Herb Ritts, Annie Leibovitz,

David Sims and Albert Watson, Individuals is a 

succinct collection of iconic portraits that not only 

celebrate thirty years of Gap advertising but also 

function as markers of the era in which they were shot.

Representing a cherry-picked coterie of sitters from

every creative field, from Chuck Close, Joan Didion and

Sharon Stone to Madonna and Naomi Campbell,

these photographs are not simply celebrity or fashion

portraits but paeans to self-expression.

‘Fashion portraiture is a subject dear to Gap. Our

advertising has always put the individual ahead of the

clothes,’ explains Trey Laird, creative director of Laird

& Partners and Gap’s ad campaigns. He cites the sitter

as the art and the clothes as the frame that sets 

them off. ‘After all, fashion has to have a face to 

mean anything. Without that, it's simply fabric and

some thread.’ In prizing idiosyncrasy so highly, Gap’s 

campaign portraits probe beneath the celebrity-

managed, over-publicised shell of its sitters, capturing

instead the unpublicised truth that lies beneath.

What’s more, these portraits have succeeded in 

transcending mere fashion advertising to promote

clothes. In fact, plugged into the Zeitgeist, they have

become part of the fabric of pop culture, often 

signifying cultural watersheds. ‘A wonderful portrait

makes you stop and stare,’ says Laird. ‘It instantly

engages you, forming an indelible connection

between you and the subject on the page.’

Coinciding with the Individuals display, Gap is also 

co-sponsoring Face of Fashion. It celebrates the

diverse and innovative work of five leading fashion 

photographers: Paolo Roversi, Mert Alas & Marcus

Piggott, Corinne Day, Mario Sorrenti and Steven Klein

– the majority of whom have collaborated with Gap

on its campaigns over the past years. In addition, the

exhibition aims to chart how contemporary fashion

portraiture has shaped much of today’s notions of

beauty, sexuality and fame.

As with Individuals, its subjects cover the gamut of

supermodels, great actors, film-makers, sporting

heroes, designers and dancers. But instead of 

exploring concepts of individuality, these portraits

explore the sitters’ characters – even if this sometimes

involves the subject masquerading as a character.

While a beaten-up Justin Timberlake, Christina Ricci

with make-up smeared across her face or even a 

bare-faced Kate Moss posing in a squat might not

always be the most flattering photographs in the 

conventional sense, these portraits are nevertheless

some of the most unforgettable of the past decade. 

As Laird points out, ‘A photo is a way to capture 

a moment so it doesn’t pass. A compelling portrait is 

a way to make sure it lives on forever.’

Cat Callender

JOURNALIST

RIGHT NOW, FASHION PHOTOGRAPHY is dominating

our visual culture. Never has it been so all-pervasive or

wide-ranging. Reflecting this shift, two of our current 

exhibitions pay homage to the pictorial genre by 

focusing specifically on the relationship between 

fashion and portraiture. While this relationship has a

long history, both Individuals: 20 Portraits from the Gap

Collection and the eagerly anticipated Face of Fashion

explore the realms of contemporary fashion portraiture.

After all, it is in the pages of broadsheet supplements,

glossy fashion magazines and the style press that

many of today’s most exciting portraits appear. Tuned

in – as such publications are – to fluctuations in the

cultural landscape, they provide the context in which

fashion portraits have become concise barometers 

of cultural flux.

‘Since launching the “Individuals of Style” campaign,

Gap has amassed an outstanding portfolio of 

portraits, chronicling personalities from the worlds 

ABOVE

Mia Farrow

by Inez van Lamsweerde and 

Vinoodh Matadin, 2006

© Inez van Lamsweerde and 

Vinoodh Matadin, 2006
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William Burroughs

by Herb Ritts, 1991

© Herb Ritts

Joan Didion and daughter

by Annie Leibowitz, 1989

© Annie Leibowitz



1964. We have been given portraits by website users,

most recently a modest but telling carte-de-visite of

the explorer Sir Henry Morton Stanley with an African

boy, taken in about 1872 on his return to London 

following his celebrated meeting with Livingstone.

And the website is important in enriching the work 

we do on exhibitions and displays at the Gallery.

Website visitors can also order images online. Overall,

international response has been very positive. ‘I enjoy

your website very much, and have learned a lot from it.

It is a fantastic reference tool, and also just lots of fun,’

writes an American user. ‘I just wanted to say that 

the searchable online database of images is fantastic. 

I found it quite by accident having come to the 

NPG website to look up forthcoming exhibitions. 

It’s just brilliant, well done and thank you!’, emails 

a user from Australia.

Support for this work has come from a mixture of 

public and private funding, with government, business,

foundations and individuals subscribing. We now 

wish to catalogue and digitise some other high-

profile collections to make them available online, but 

this depends on finding the necessary support. 

These include seventeenth- and eighteenth-century

engravings, the twelve rare albums containing 10,000

cartes-de-visite taken in London in the 1860s by the

celebrated French photographer Camille Silvy, and 

the superb collection of late nineteenth- and early

twentieth-century Vanity Fair cartoons. All these 

projects will lead to a display or exhibition according 

to circumstance and of course a worldwide 

online presence.

Jacob Simon

CHIEF CURATOR

TEN MILLION USER SESSIONS a year make the

National Portrait Gallery website one of the most 

popular art and museum sites in Britain. And it is the

collection that is driving this remarkable success, 

with two thirds of the hits from users worldwide 

exploring British portraits. To see for yourself, follow

Search the Collection from the website front page at

www.npg.org.uk

Ten thousand paintings, sculptures, drawings and

iconic photographs in the Primary Collection have

been available online for some time. Now, the

320,000 portraits in the Reference Collection are being

tackled by a small, dedicated team of Gallery staff.

After five years, we have a quarter of this collection

online: 80,000 portrait engravings and photographs.

Our target for 2009 is a huge challenge: half the 

collection, or 160,000 portraits. Only much larger 

institutions, such as the Louvre in Paris, the Museum 

of Fine Arts in Boston and the New York Public Library,

exceed our offering.

The benefits of such wide-ranging access are 

enormous, making British history and culture 

available through portraits to anyone anywhere 

with internet access. These ‘virtual visitors’ from

Britain and around the world can be expanded 

almost indefinitely, whereas the Gallery itself risks 

overcrowding at times.

Making the Collection available in this way has great

attractions. Website users have provided remarkable

information, ranging from Major-General William

Huskisson’s diary for 4 October 1917 (‘Battle of

Broodseinde. To London, photographed in uniform for

National Portrait Gallery’) to details, from a member

of the Sapieha family, of photographs of Therese

Lubomirska, Princess Sapieha, President of the Polish

Red Cross Society in London, who died in Kenya in

TEN MILLION
USERS

FAMOUS FACES
ONLINE

FROM FAR LEFT

Sir Henry Morton Stanley

by the London Stereoscopic

Company, c.1872

Shown with his close companion 

and personal servant, Kalulu 

(Ndugu M’hali). 

A recent gift from a website user,

Roger Altass.

Adelina Patti

by Camille Silvy, 1861

The celebrated soprano is one of

10,000 Silvy photographs which we

wish to catalogue for a centenary

exhibition in 2010. 

Given by Algernon Graves, 1916.

Queen Mary of Modena

by John Smith, published by

Alexander Browne, after Nicolas 

de Largillière, 1686

The John Smith mezzotint collection 

is available online; we now need 

to find support to catalogue other

seventeenth- and eighteenth-

century engravings.

BELOW

T.S. Eliot with Virginia Woolf

by Lady Ottoline Morrell, 1924

Snapshot taken during a visit to

Garsington Manor, Oxfordshire, 

on 28 or 29 June 1924, which 

Woolf described as ‘our 21 hours 

of enjoyment’. 

Purchased with help from the Friends

of the National Libraries and the

Dame Helen Gardner Bequest, 2003. 



Visit the 
Gallery shops 
and look out for 

our forthcoming 

seasonal highlights

FEBRUARY 5–18 
Treat your loved one to a copy

of The Romantic Poets by

Richard Holmes this Valentine’s

Day and receive 15% discount

off this and other titles with a

Romantics theme.

FEBRUARY 18–

MARCH 10
To celebrate the launch of the

Between Worlds book embrace

British history and discover 

The Mid-Georgians, and more

about our English Kings 

and Queens.

MARCH 11–APRIL 9
Easter and Mother’s Day

Specials

Come to the Gallery and select

from a wide array of books and

treats for your Mum or for that

extra special Easter gift. 

Face to Face Issue 20
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This stunning book accompanies

the Face of Fashion exhibition 

this spring, exploring the symbiotic

relationship between contemporary

portrait photography and fashion. 

A unique title, it presents the

intensely unconventional, often

unnervingly intimate portraiture

being made by five of the most 

creative and original fashion 

photographers at work in the 

world today.

Face of Fashion

Susan Bright

With an essay by Vince Aletti

With 130 illustrations, 232 pages

£35 (hardback only)

Available in purple (Gallery exclusive) 

and black covers

Published 15 February

From the seventeenth century,

largely as a result of colonial 

expansion, non-European visitors to

Britain excited widespread interest

and curiosity. Between Worlds:

Voyagers to Britain 1700–1850

tells the stories of these men and

women, the powerful circumstances

surrounding their journeys, their

encounters with the British and the

portraits that represent them.

Between Worlds: Voyagers to Britain

1700–1850

Foreword by Ekow Eshun

Essays by Professor Jos Hackforth-Jones,

Professor David Bindman, Dr Stephanie

Pratt and Dr Romita Ray

With 75 illustrations, 120 pages

£15 (paperback)

Published 8 March

NEW TITLES THIS SPRING


